Study examines views of racism in U.S.

A new investigation by researchers at the University of Kansas suggests that differences in how ethnic groups see racism could be due to differences in awareness about the severity of racism over the course of U.S. history. The research was published Tuesday in the journal Psychological Science.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

$500K gift for debate program
Alumnus David Pittaway has made a $500,000 gift to create an endowed fund to support the debate team’s head coach. This is the largest gift in the debate team’s history.
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Vermont joins learning initiative
Vermont has joined the Dynamic Learning Maps Alternate Assessment Consortium, a multistate initiative led by the Center for Educational Testing and Evaluation.
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Becoming the Dream celebration
KU will honor and celebrate the life of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. with a celebration Monday, Jan. 21. Plans include a candlelight vigil, keynote address by Blane Harding, director of the Office of Multicultural Affairs; readings by area student essay winners and music by KU’s Blue Jazz.
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